
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HORSELL C of E JUNIOR SCHOOL 
 

School Trips Policy 
 
 

At Horsell C of E Junior School we believe that we are all, ‘made in the image of God’. 
Through a commitment to Christian values and high academic aspirations, we strive to 

provide a rich and inclusive education for every member of our school family. 
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‘All things were made through him, and without him was not anything made that was made.’ 

John 1:3 

 

Horsell C of E Junior School acknowledges the great value of Educational Visits in broadening and 

enhancing both the learning and social experience of pupils.  We want our children to experience 

‘life in all its fullness’ and educational visits are an important way of bringing our curriculum to life. 

 

Rationale 

 

Well planned and executed educational visits provide our pupils with valuable experiences which 

enhance their learning at school. Providing a variety of ‘real-life’ opportunities for our children 

enables them to achieve a fuller understanding of the world around them through direct experience. 

 

Our aim is that all visits from school should be: 

Safe 

Educational 

Enjoyable 

 

Our aim is for children to: 

Broaden their horizons 

Build and develop relationships 

Experience new cultures 

Be involved in bringing the curriculum alive 

Raise their aspirations 

Be involved in decision making 

 

Purpose 

 

Educational visits will have a clearly defined educational purpose and can provide stimulus and 

support to work being covered as part of the school curriculum. It may be that a visit provides an 

effective stimulus at the start of a unit of work; alternatively teachers may decide to use an 

educational visit at any time during a project to enhance and support the curriculum. Wherever or 

whatever the venue, teachers should ensure that the educational benefits to the children are 

maximised fully. 

 

Planning Educational Visits 

 

The organisation of an educational visit is crucial to its success. With rigorous planning, organisation 

and control, a visit should provide a rich learning experience for the pupils. Whether a visit is a local 

visit, a day trip or residential trip, it is essential that careful planning takes place. This involves 

considering the possible dangers and difficulties which may arise and making plans to avoid them. 

 

The following guidelines support the planning and implementation of Educational Visits 

organised at Horsell Junior School. 

 

Parents 

 



Information and consent – Parents should be given information about the purpose and details of the 

visit at least three weeks in advance. 

 

Parents need to be aware that the teachers on the visit will be acting in their place – ‘in loco parentis’ 

– and will be exercising the same care that a prudent parent would. 

 

For a residential trip, parents will be invited to a meeting, approximately two terms before the trip 

takes place, to provide details of the upcoming trip and for teachers to be able to answer any questions 

parent may have. 

 

Role of supervising parents 

 

Supervising parents must all be briefed on the programme, venue, activities, supervision arrangement 

and their responsibilities. They must also be given a written list of the pupils in their immediate care 

and the school trips risk assessment. Parents should (if responsible for a group on their own) be DBS 

checked. A link for this can be found on our school website. Those helpers who are not DBS checked 

will not be alone with children and must be guided by school staff at all times. Parents are not placed 

in their own child’s group. 

 

Photographs 

Parents are requested not to use their mobile phone to take pictures of the children whilst on the trip. 

 

Permission for trips 

 

All visits should be discussed with the SLT and obtain the permission of the Head before commitments 

are made. 

Parents should be invited to a briefing session to outline the purpose and intended activities in the 

visit. 

If a pupil’s behaviour during the residential visit is such that the visit leader is concerned for their or 

other’s safety, they will be withdrawn from the visit and parents asked to collect their child from the 

venue. 

All residential visits also require additional approval by the Local Authority (LA) (online through 

EVOLVE). 

 

Parental Consent 

 

Routine visits in the locality of the school are covered by the parental consent found in the Welcome 

Pack when children join the school. Horsell Junior School will seek consent for all other visits. A 

parental consent form must be returned for each child in the group. If a parent wishes to withhold 

consent, they will be invited to meet with the Head of Year to discuss their concerns. If consent is 

withheld, the pupil will not be taken on the visit but the curricular aims of the visit will be delivered to 

the pupil in some other way, wherever possible. 

 

Visit Leader 

 

There will be a named Visit Leader who is responsible overall for the supervision of the visit. This will 

normally be the Head of Year. The Visit Leader is responsible for ensuring a pre-visit is carried out and 

that a Risk Assessment is completed and approved by the Educational Visits Coordinator (or Head 



Teacher) at least two weeks in advance of the trip for a day trip but at least 8 weeks in advance for 

residential visits. 

 

The Risk Assessment should include the ratio of adults to children. The visit leader is responsible for 

ensuring the red and green emergency cards, mobile phones, first aid kits and pupil medication is 

taken on the visit. 

 

Risk Assessments 

 

A risk assessment (RA) will be carried out in advance of the visit to identify any hazards, who may be 

affected by them and the steps needed to reduce the risks to an acceptable level. Once completed the 

RA should be shared and checked by the Head and the Educational Visits Co-Ordinator (Mr Coles). A 

copy should be stored on staffshare in the following location: 

 

Whole school/risk assessment/relevant year 

 

 Every adult on the trip/visit MUST receive a copy of the RA at least 24 hours in advance.  Parent 

helpers must be given a copy when they are briefed on the day of the trip. 

 

For residential visits the risk assessment must be completed by the trip organiser and must be 

authorised by the Headteacher. This will then be submitted to the Educational Visits Coordinator, who 

in turn will submit the RA and a request for authorisation to the Local Authority (LA) using the EVOLVE 

portal. A copy of the risk assessment should be signed and a scanned copy stored on staff share in the 

following location: 

 

Whole school/risk assessment/relevant year 

 

First Aid provision should be considered when assessing the risks of the visit. For most trips, a member 

of staff with a good working knowledge of first aid will be adequate. A decision based on the group of 

children involved should be made for each visit. First aid kits should be taken on all visits. 

 

Cost 

 

The cost if the visit will be kept to a minimum. Quotes will be obtained prior to the signed agreement 

from the SLT and any deposit being paid. Accurate record of expenditure and receipts will be kept by 

the person responsible for the trip/visit. To determine the cost of voluntary contribution the full cost 

of the trip will be shared among the number of pupils expected to attend. No additional cost will be 

added for pupils who fail to pay. If too many families are unable to contribute, the trip or visit may 

have to be cancelled. No pupil will be excluded from an educational visit due to the inability to pay. If 

a family is suffering financial difficulty, they should contact the school office in order to make 

alternative arrangements e.g. spread the cost of payments of accessing alternative funding. 

 

Staffing Ratios 

 

It is important to have a sufficient ratio of adult supervisors to pupils. The ratio recommended for Key 

Stage 2 is 1:8/1:10. In practice, the ratio should be determined by factors such as type of activity and 

any SEN or medical needs. 



Whatever the length and nature of the visit, regular head counting of pupils should take place. The 

Visit Leader should establish rendezvous points and tell adults and pupils what to do if they become 

separated from the group. 

 

Pupils 

 

Pupils should have a clear understanding about what is expected of them and what the visit will entail. 

Pupils must understand the standard of behaviour is expected and why rules must be followed. Lack 

of control and discipline can be a major contributory factor when accidents occur. Pupils should also 

be told about any potential dangers and how they should act to ensure their own and other’s safety. 

If there is a possibility that a pupil may be excluded from a visit due to behaviour issues, a meeting 

would be arranged with the Head of Year or Head Teacher in advance to discuss concerns and agree 

what action is to be taken. If there are concerns over safety, either for the child or others on the visit, 

that cannot be resolved, then a decision to make alternative arrangements will be made. This may 

result in non attendance on the trip. 

 

Pupils with special educational/medical needs 

 

Horsell C of E Junior School is committed to providing an ‘inclusive education for every member of our 

school family’.  A child with special educational or medical needs will not be excluded from taking part 

in visits because of their needs. Every effort will be made to support them whilst maintaining the 

safety of everyone on the visit. Attention will be given to appropriate supervision ratios at the planning 

stage, and a separate risk assessment will be drawn up if necessary. If a pupil’s behaviour is such that 

the visit leader is concerned for their or other’s safety, they should be withdrawn from the visit and 

parents asked to collect their child from the venue. 


